INTRODUCTION
Federico has in reality been the poet who most signally opened the
theatre's doors to poets. Or, to say it in another fashion, the one who
turned the current of poetry into die Spanish-speaking theatre.
Naturally, what has gone before does not imply a confusion between
lyric poetry and drama, nor a refusal to recognize that the theatre has its
own mediums of expression. It is simply an affirmation of the legality of
the poetic conception of drama and a statement that this in its turn has
its own mediums of scenic expression to which the criteria of a realistic
theatre, to call it so, cannot be applied.
I say this because, parallel to the exclusion of poetry from the theatre,
drama as a class has seemed to become, aesthetically, a foster child of the
nineteenth century's realistic novel. I do not believe it has been entirely
by chance that in Spain the theatre's representative par excellence within
this generation should be Benavente. And this in spite of the efforts of
the so-named * Generation of'98' to impart poetry to all genera. Una-
muno even went to the extreme of saying from his point of view:
'Novel, that is to say, poem/ Benavente is a writer of great talent, but
one who creates an unpoetic theatre, a theatre of manners, without
national character and without great themes.
A poetic conception of the theatre does not imply, as I said before,
ignorance of the mediums of expression proper to die theatre. A forget-
ting of this basic truth could detract from dramatic values and sidetrack
them into lyric channels' weakening to a play's structure. I have known
few people as conscious of this theatrical truth as Federico himself. Few
authors have learned as much from a disappointing experience as he.
The whole development of his drama consists in a pruning of lyric
branches till he arrives at The House ofBemarda Alba, where this con-
scious purpose culminates. His tendency to crystallize his drama, to
reduce it to values of strict dramatic poetry can easily be proved by
comparing the three plays which appear in this book. The gradation is
unmistakably evident.
If he sometimes seems to forget this preoccupation, as happens in
Dona Rosita, it is only an apparent forgetting. I can only pick out one
lyric passage, that of the ballad of the three Manolas, as in a certain
fashion independent from the play. All the other lyric passages have
been made part of the drama's essence. The ballad to which I refer, -used
to underline the play's Granadine atmosphere, is but the commentary
of a popular song, a granadina.
Granada, Street of Elvira,
the home of the Manolas, ,
they who.go to the Alhambra,
the three and the four alone,
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